We will consider the central limit theorem for the smoothed version of statistical functionals in a nite population. For the in nite population, Reeds (1976) and Fernholz (1983) discuss the problem under the conditions of Hadamard di erentiability o f the statistical functionals and derive T aylor type expansions. Lindeberg-Feller's central limit theorem is applied to the leading term, and controlling the remainder terms, the central limit theorem for the statistical functionals are proved. We will modify Fernholz's method and apply it to the nite population with smoothed empirical distribution functions, and we will also obtain Taylor type expansions. We then apply the Erd os-R enyi central limit theorem to the leading linear term to obtain the central limit theorem. We will also obtain su cient conditions for the central limit theorem, both for the smoothed in uence function, and the original non-smoothed versions. Some Monte Carlo simulation results are also included.
Introduction
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areas of statistical applications, and methods based on resampling, such as the bootstrap method, help us to measure the accuracy of the estimators. Here, the justi cation of resampling methods may depend on the central limit theorem for the estimators and we will prove the asymptotic normality of the estimators by applying the theory of statistical functionals developed by v on Mises (1947), Reeds (1976) , Fernholz (1983) , and Takahashi (1988) , among others.
We will also consider smoothed versions of the empirical distribution functions. Although it may sound strange in the nite population problem, in some practical situations it is reasonable to assume that the underlying distribution function converges to the continuous distribution function as the population size goes to in nity. Here we h a ve implicitly assumed the probability space where continuous distribution functions are also de ned. The nite probability spaces are embedded in the space which m a k es it possible to consider the limits operation. In this case, the smoothed bootstrap may be applied, and it is worth considering the smoothed version of the empirical distribution function and the statistical functionals de ned on it. For these reasons, we will derive asymptotic normality of smoothed statistical functionals for a simple random sample from a nite population. The non-smoothed version will be obtained as a simple corollary to our results.
To x the idea, we let Let T be a statistical functional de ned on the set of distribution functions, including both the population distribution function and all empirical distribution functions (see von Mises (1947) , Fernholz (1983) , Reeds (1976) , Takahashi (1988) ), then the parameter of interest is expressed by T(F N ) and its naive estimate may b e g i v en by T(F n ). However, as a nite population distribution function tends to become a smooth function as N gets larger, it may be more appealing to replace F n by its smoothed version e F n , the kernel distribution function estimator, which is to be de ned below. This type of statistic T( e F n ) is used in the context of the smoothed bootstrap (Silverman and Young (1987) , Young (1990) ) and smoothed quantiles (Falk (1985) ). Fernholz (1993) derives asymptotic normality of smoothed statistical functionals in I.I.D. settings. We consider the nite population counterpart and obtain its asymptotic distribution. In order to ensure that the population distribution converges to the su ciently continuous distribution function, we need the following Assumption A. This is the standing assumption to be used throughout this paper Assumption A represents the situation where the population distribution goes to the Lipschitz continuous function uniformly in any bounded set of R as N ! 1 . Also we note that Assumption A assures that the amount of jumps of F N are at most O(1=N). Now, we h a ve used and will often use Landau's notation and its probabilistic version for fp n n 1g and fq n n 1g, p n = o(q n ), as n ! 1 , i f pn qn ! 0, as n ! 1 , (p n = o p (q n ), as n ! 1 , i f pn qn ! 0 in probability, a s n ! 1 ) a n d p n = O(q n ) as n ! 1 , i f j pn qn j < M for all n 1 and some 0 < M < 1. ( p n = O p (q n ), as n ! 1 , i f P(j pn qn j < M ) > 1 ; for all n 1, 0 < < 1, and some 0 < M < 1).
We are ready to de ne a smoothed empirical distribution function. For each n 1, a k ernel d.f. estimator e F n is de ned by taking the convolution of F n with some density k n e F n = F n k n . In our case,
We will next de ne a regular kernel sequence fk n n 1g, which will be used to de ne our smoothed empirical distribution function. Let k be a symmetric k ernel function (not necessarily nonnegative) satisfying R k(x)dx = 1 a n d l e t fa n n 1g be a sequence of positive real numbers. The sequence of kernels fk n n 1g de ned by k n (x) = 1 a n k x a n n 1 (1.4) will be called a kernel sequence if a n = o(1) as n ! 1 . Note that if fk n n 1g is a kernel sequence, then the sequence of d.f. K n (x) = R x ;1 k n (t)dt converges weakly to the d.f. , where
We will consider a restricted class of the kernel sequences, which will be called a regular sequence. A regular sequence will be needed when we p r o ve t h e o p (n ; 1 2 ) convergence of the remainder terms of the Taylor series expansion of the statistical functionals. Definition 1. Fernholz (1991 , 1993 ] A kernel sequence fk n g is regular if there exists a sequence fb n g of positive real numbers such that b n = o(n ;1=2 ) and Cs org o and Horv ath (1995) considers the similar but more restrictive regularity conditions in investigating the asymptotic properties of smoothed empirical and quantile processes in I.I.D. settings. Imposing these types of regularity conditions on kernel might be unavoidable to some extent without imposing more smoothness conditions on population distributions (Yukich (1992) and van der Vaart (1994)).
We close this section with some comments. Campbell (1980) proposes the use of statistical functionals in the nite population and gives a sketch of the proof for the asymptotic normality i n v arious sampling schemes. She, however, uses essentially the I.I.D. result in proving the asymptotic normalities. We will ll in the incompleteness of her arguments and give legitimate proofs for these results. Some of the related results on the nite population problem are obtained by Motoyama and Takahashi (2003) , where the rate of convergence to a normal distribution of statistical functionals in simple random sampling is obtained. For L-statistics in survey sampling problems, we refer readers to Shao (1994).
Statistical Functionals
We will brie y review the theory of statistical functionals. We start with the denition of statistical functionals for the distribution functions on a nite population. We then de ne the three typical di erentiations of the functionals, and the theory of Taylor series type expansions. The conditions under which the linear part of the expansions obeys the central limit theorem, and the conditions and the choice of the topology which guarantee the convergence of the remainder terms to zero as fast as o(n ; 1 2 ) in probability, are the main issue of this section. We will modify the arguments of Reeds (1976) and Fernholz (1983) for the nite population problems with the usual empirical distribution functions, and then for the smoothed distribution functions.
Let be the parameter of interest. We suppose that is a functional of the underlying distribution F N and we write = N (F N ). We also let T n = T n (X 1 : : : X n ) b e a n estimator of . Then it is tempting to write T n = N n (F n ). We will formalize this in a manner so that that we can conduct rigorous mathematical arguments in the following manner(cf. Fernholz (1983 Fernholz ( , 1993 T n (X 1 : : :
Then for a general distribution function G, the functional de ned b y
satis es T n (X 1 : : : X n ) = T(F n ). where dxe is the smallest integer not less than x and X (1) : : : X (n) are the order statistics of X 1 : : : X n . 
A statistical functional T induces a functional of d.f.s U n by If T is a statistical functional and is the functional induced in D 0 1] by (2.3), the asymptotic properties of T(F n ) a n d T( e F n ) m a y be determined by the di erentiability of . The asymptotic properties depend on the type of the di erentiations. We w i l l consider three di erent t ype of di erentiations, and they are de ned in the following(cf. Fernholz (1993)) Definition 3. Let be a functional de ned o n a n o p en subset A of a normed vector space V and let g 2 A . 
NS )
where we h a ve used the fact that F ;1 NS (F NS (x)) = x and F NS (F ;1 NS (u)) = u hold from the monotone increasing property and the continuity o f F NS .
Note: Since F NS is a monotone increasing function, using the (right-)continuity o f F NS we h a ve
And, from the continuity o f F NS , w e h a ve
Here and in what follows, we assume
by appropriate choice of additive constant (Reeds (1976) , p.38 and Ser ing (1980), pp.222-223 Lemma A).
Under Assumption A, we will prove the following proposition which corresponds to Theorem 2.3 of Fernholz (1991) for the I.I.D. case. Proposition 1. Let X 1 : : : X n be a simple random sample without replacement from a nite population with distribution function F N . L et F n be the empirical distribution function and let e F n be the smoothed empirical distribution function de ned by (1.3) with a r egular kernel sequence fk n g. Then, we have p n sup ;1<x<1 j e F n (x) ; F n (x)j ! 0 a.s. n N ! 1 :
Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix of this article. In order to evaluate the linear part of the smoothed statistical functional, we w i l l show that the in uence function of the smoothed statistical functional may be obtained by smoothing the in uence function of the original functional. We w i l l p r o ve the next lemma under the slightly weaker conditions of Lemma 4 of Fernfolz (1993), which i s suitable for our purpose. 
Since IF is Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable with respect to K n , the sum (2.11) converges to f IF(x) + 0 U (U) for each g i v en x. Hence from the continuity o f 0 U , w e h a ve
3. Remainder terms
In this section we will show the convergence in probability of the remainder terms from the linear approximations. for any set B 0 1]. However, then all subsets of 0 1] are Lebesgue measurable, which is false. We will overcome this di culty b y using the method of Reeds (1976) and Fernholz (1983) . (Note: Dudley (1992 Dudley ( , 1994 ) and Dudley and Norvai sa (1999) , and the references therein proposed the use of p-variation norm with high feasibility o f F r echet di erentiability. H o wever, we adopt Hadamard di erentiation because the usefulness of Dudley's method to the nite population asymptotics is yet unknown to us.)
To start with, we will de ne the distance between a function H 2 D Next, by Proposition 1, kŨ n ; U n k sup t jF n (F ;1 NS (t)) ; F n (F ;1 NS (t))j = sup x jF n (x) ; F n (x)j = o(n ;1=2 ) a.s.
Combining above inequalities, we h a ve k(Ũ n ; U) ; (U n ; U) k k (Ũ n ; U) ; (U n ; U)k + k(U n ; U) ; (U n ; U) k = o(n ;1=2 ) a.s.
The random element ( Nn=(N ;n)) 1=2 (U n ;U) converges weakly to Brownian bridge W in C 0 1] as min(n N ;n) ! 1 (Ros en (1964) ). It follows that the set of probability measures P = fP 0 P n n 1g is relatively compact, where P n is a probability measure of (Nn=(N ; n)) 1=2 (U n ; U) and P 0 denotes the probability measure for Brownian bridge in the space C 0 1]. We also note that the space C 0 1] is a completely separable metric space under the uniform norm. It follows from the converse part of the Prohorov's Theorem that P is tight and therefore for any > 0 there exists a compact set K C 0 1] for which, for any i n teger n 1,
From the de nition of P n , the above equation is tantamount t o P (Nn=(N ; n)) 1=2 (U n ; U) 2 K > 1 ; :
We note here that remembering the sample X i = x i 1 i n where Nn=(N ; n)(Ũ n ;U) = q Nn=(N ; n)f((Ũ n ;U);(U n ;U) )+ (U n ; U) g, it can be seen easily that whenever q Nn=(N ; n)(U n ; U) 2 K holds we have (using n=N 1=2) dist( q Nn=(N ; n)(Ũ n ; U) K ) N n :
It follows that
It is interesting to note that the empirical distribution function may not be a measurable function in D 0 1] under the uniform norm, while the remainder term is a measurable function. This can be proved by showing that both the statistical functional and the inuence function are measurable, then the remainder term, as a di erence of these terms, becomes measurable.
It is now possible to evaluate the error under the probability measure. It follows that there is a measurable set E n for which E n f dist( q Nn=(N ; n)(Ũ n ; U) K ) N n g and P(E n ) > 1 ; for all n.
We n o w apply Lemma 2 to Q(H t) = R e m (tH)=t. W e nd a constant N n # 0 and a positive i n teger n 0 , s u c h t h a t i f n N ; n > n 0 and dist(H K) N n , j q Nn=(N ; n) Rem( q (N ; n)=NnH)j < follows. Hence, for all n N ; n > n 0 and H = q Nn=(N ; n)(Ũ n ; U), we h a ve P(j q Nn=(N ; n) Rem(Ũ n ; U)j < ) P(E n ) > 1 ; :
Hence the lemma f o l l o ws. 
Asymptotic Normality
We will present and prove our main results of this paper. We w i l l g i v e the asymptotic normality of the smoothed statistical functionals under the Hadamard di erentiability i n Theorem 1. We will also prove in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 the asymptotic normality for smoothed and non-smoothed functionals respectively, under the condition which i s given in terms of the original non-smoothed in uence function. Combining Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we claim that the asymptotic distributions of smoothed statistical functionals are the same as the those of non-smoothed functionals.
For small samples Fernholz (1997) proved that smoothed functionals are more e cient than non-smoothed ones when some regularity conditions are placed on the in uence function in I.I.D. settings. For related results for the cases of smoothed bootstrap, we refer readers to Silverman and Young (1987) , Hall, DiCiccio and Romano (1989), Polansky and Schucany (1997) , and the references therein. Since both the in uence function and the functional are measurable, the above equation tells us that Rem( e U n ; U) is an random element i n D 0 1]. Also, by the central limit theorem of Erd os and R enyi (1959) and H ajek (1960), the rst term in the right most side of the above equation converges in distribution to N(0 1) as n and N ; n ! 1 . Also, we note that by Lemma 4 the second term Rem( e U n ; U)= N n (= q nN=(N ; n) q (N ; 1)=NRem( e U n ; U)= N = q n(N ; 1)=(N ; n)Rem( e U n ; U)= N ) converges to 0 in probability. The theorem follows from Slutzky's lemma. The next theorem is the central limit theorem for smoothed functionals under the Erd os-R enyi condition for the original non-smoothed in uence function, which is the extension of Theorem 1 of Fernholz (1993) . In order to prove the theorem, we need the following lemma which is a modi cation of Lemma 2 of Fernholz (1993). Using the fact
we h a ve 1 n (
So we m a y assume that n=N 1=2. By Lemma 5, we h a ve (using n=N 1=2)
The theorem follows from the central limit theorem for the nite population (Erd os and R enyi (1959) and H ajek (1960)), and Lemma 4. The last theorem, when compared to the previous Theorem 2, displays that both the smoothed and non-smoothed statistical functional have the same distribution in the limit. converges to 0 in probability. The theorem follows from Slutzky's lemma.
Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section, we present Monte Carlo simulation results for sample median 
Quasi-populations
We use the following simulated log-normal quasi-populations of di erent sizes whose mean and standard deviation of the distribution on the log scale is 3 and 0:4 respectively.
(i) generated values of log normal random number of size 1 000
(ii) generated values of log normal random number of size 5 000 (iii) generated values of log normal random number of size 10 000
We use these populations because they approximate many economic variables such as household income and savings.
Construction of the Con dence Intervals
To construct the con dence intervals, we calculate the in uence functions of the median and the inter-quartile range.
As is well-known(cf. Huber (1981) In order to obtain the in uence functions of the smoothed functionals, we utilize the following Lemma of Fernholz (1993). :
In our simulations, we smooth two functionals with uniform distribution U ;0:1 0:1], which satis es the conditions of regular kernel and it is easy to calculate the convolutions. Using these in uence functions we construct the con dence intervals as follows(we describe the non-smoothed case, smoothed case is similar): where z is the upper % point of the standard normal distribution
Results of Monte Carlo Simulations
In order to evaluate the fruits of theoretical facts, we calculate the empirical coverage ratio of con dence intervals constructed by our normal approximations. The simulated samples of sampling fractions 10% and 30% are chosen 100 000 times repeatedly, then the relative frequencies that the intervals contain the true value of parameter are evaluated. We can judge that the intervals are precise when the empirical coverage probability is close to the nominal con dence coe cient. Although readers may claim that these sampling fractions are extraordinarily high in reality, in a strati ed population or in a selected unit of population, fractions of these types are not exceptional.
In what follows, the numbers in parentheses in tables for two-sided intervals are the lengths of the intervals.
As a whole, except for the slightest di erence between the smoothed and the unsmoothed cases, we can see the following features:
(i) All the intervals, especially the cases with population sizes larger than 5000, display better features for both the one-sided and two-sided situations.
(ii) The case when the sampling fraction is 10% is better than the case of a sampling fraction 30% in small sample situations.
(iii) The intervals of higher con dence coe cients perform better than those of lower con dence coe cients
Compared to the case of a sampling fraction of 10%, the case of 30% seems to be not as good when population and sample sizes are relatively small. However, our normal approximations show good performance for large size samples, so they are very useful for application to large scale sample surveys. Recalling the fact n n ; p n n = e p n+O (1) we h a ve P(Y I > k ) C n p n p n e p n C 0 e ; p n for some constants C and C 0 and su ciently large n, a s k = b p nc n for large n. Since fk n g is regular, there exists a positive sequence fb n g satisfying the condition of De nition 1. We m a y assume b ;1 n = o(n) without any restrictions, or else we m a y replace b n by maxfb n n ;3=4 g. Let Q n = Q(b n ) and de ne x 0 = ;1 x i = F ;1 N (iQ n ) f o r iQ n < 1 and x k = 1 for k = inffi : iQ n 1g. The intervals I 1 = ( ;1 The number of intervals in C n satis es the relationship k Q ;1 n +1.Sinceb ;1 n = o(n)
as n ! 1 we h a ve nb n ! 1 and hence Q(nb n ) ! 1, so for su ciently large n, Q(nb n ) > 1=2. We see Q ;1 n = O(n) from Q(nb n ) nQ(b n ) = nQ n . Therefore fC n g satis es the assumption of Lemma 1.
For any x 2 R, x 2 I j for some j, w e h a ve ( x;b n ) 2 I j I j;1 and (x+b n ) 2 I j I j+1 . Hence if jtj b n , then p njF n (x ; t) ; F n (x)j 2T n p n where T n is de ned as in Lemma 6. Therefore, p nj e F n (x) ; F n (x)j p n Z jF n (x ; t) ; F n (x)jjk n (t)jdt p n Z jtj bn jF n (x ; t) ; F n (x)jjk n (t)jdt + p n Z jtj>bn jF n (x ; t) ; F n (x)jjk n (t)jdt The rst term of the last inequality c o n verges almost sure to zero by Lemma 1 and the second term converges to zero since fk n g is a regular sequence. The proposition follows. 1 ; F N (x) ).
Proof. By triangular inequality, p n sup x jF n (x) ; F N (x)j ; p n sup x j e F n (x) ; F n (x)j p n sup x j e F n (x) ; F N (x)j p n sup x jF n (x) ; F N (x)j + p n sup x j e F n (x) ; F n (x)j:
Hence, (a) follows from proposition 1. Dividing p nf e F n (x) ; F N (x)g = p nf e F n (x) ; F n (x)g + p nfF n (x) ; F N (x)g 
